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ABSTRACT:
The aquatic world of animals is an acoustic world as sound is the most prominent sensory capacity to extract

information about the environment for many aquatic species. Fish can hear particle motion, and a swim bladder

potentially adds the additional capacity to sense sound pressure. Combining these capacities allows them to sense

direction, distance, spectral content, and detailed temporal patterns. Both sound pressure and particle motion were

recorded in a shallow part of the North Sea before and during exposure to a full-scale airgun array from an experi-

mental seismic survey. Distinct amplitude fluctuations and directional patterns in the ambient noise were found to be

fluctuating in phase with the tidal cycles and coming from distinct directions. It was speculated that the patterns may

be determined by distant sources associated with large rivers and nearby beaches. Sounds of the experimental seis-

mic survey were above the ambient conditions for particle acceleration up to 10 km from the source, at least as

detectable for the measurement device, and up to 31 km for the sound pressure. These results and discussion provide

a fresh perspective on the auditory world of fishes and a shift in the understanding about potential ranges over which

they may have access to biologically relevant cues and be masked by anthropogenic noise.
VC 2021 Acoustical Society of America. https://doi.org/10.1121/10.0006412
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I. INTRODUCTION

The aquatic world of animals is an acoustic world,

which has been changing rapidly since the industrial revolu-

tion (Wenz, 1962; McDonald et al., 2006; Hildebrand,

2009; Frisk, 2012). Biotic and abiotic sounds dominated the

acoustic environment in which aquatic animals have

evolved, but there is a recent anthropogenic addition of a

worldwide rise in shipping traffic and exploitation of marine

resources (Sertlek et al., 2019; Miksis-Olds et al., 2018;

Duarte et al., 2021). Hearing has evolved in many aquatic

animals and typically allows the extraction of information

from the surroundings in more detail and at larger distances

than with any of the other senses (Au, 1993; Gannon et al.,
2005; Simpson et al., 2005; Fay, 2009). Acoustic descrip-

tions of these biologically relevant underwater soundscapes

are important because human activities may have such a

widespread impact, geographically and taxonomically, that

we may speak of acoustic climate change, which should,

therefore, be of global concern (Slabbekoorn et al., 2018;

Slabbekoorn, 2019; Duarte et al., 2021).

Ambient sounds provide aquatic animals who are capa-

ble of hearing them with information about the presence,

direction, distance, and movement of their sources

(Slabbekoorn and Bouton, 2008; Fay, 2009). Biotic sources

are habitat specific and vary with the local and transient ani-

mal communities as well as with the season. Abiotic sources

include wind, rain, sea state, ice, tidal currents, or

turbulence-related bubble formation (Wenz, 1962; Wilson

et al., 1985; Prosperetti, 1988). The sounds of localized

sources reveal the directions and distances of potential part-

ners, prey items, and predators, or distinct habitat transitions

such as reef systems, seagrass or kelp areas, rocky shores,

beaches, or estuary entrances (e.g., Radford et al., 2010;

Kennedy et al., 2010; McWilliam and Hawkins, 2013).

Animals may also perceive the moving position of conspe-

cifics, prey organisms, or calls of approaching predators

(Engelmann et al., 2000; Strobel and Mooney, 2012) or

localize noisy human activities such as shipping, pile driv-

ing, fishing, dredging, sonar, and seismic surveys

(Coquereau et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018; Sertlek et al.,
2019).

The presence of noisy human activities may damage,

deter, distract, interfere, or just be audible to aquatic animals

(Ladich, 2008; Slabbekoorn et al., 2010; Hawkins et al.,

a)ORCID: 0000-0002-6681-9129.
b)Electronic mail: h.w.slabbekoorn@biology.leidenuniv.nl
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2015; Erbe et al., 2016; Cox et al., 2018; Southall et al.,
2019; Popper and Hawkins, 2019). Behavioural and physio-

logical properties can be considered to be the most impor-

tant as they potentially yield effects at population and,

possibly, ecosystem level (Kunc et al., 2016; Soudijn et al.,
2020). They have potential impact at moderate levels but

over large distances from the noisy human activities, reach-

ing many species and individuals (Slabbekoorn et al., 2010;

Popper and Hawkins, 2019). Masking occurs when, for

example, sounds from human activities overlap in time, fre-

quency, and direction with biologically relevant sounds

(Brumm and Slabbekoorn, 2005; Erbe et al., 2016; Dooling

and Leek, 2018). The active range of a signal is determined

by the three-dimensional (3-D) space in all directions away

from the source over which it is still audible and relates to

potential communication distance. Masking issues and

active ranges are still relatively unexplored under field con-

ditions and complex to determine as signal detection is

dependent on the source level, ambient noise level at poten-

tial receivers, as well as propagation conditions (Larsen and

Radford, 2018; Brumm and Slabbekoorn, 2005; Erbe et al.,
2016; Dooling and Leek, 2018).

Aquatic animals vary dramatically in terms of their

spectral hearing capabilities and the aspects of sound they

are sensitive to (Southall et al., 2019; Popper and Fay, 2011;

Ladich and Fay, 2013; Popper et al., 2014). Marine mam-

mals are sensitive to the pressure aspect of sound, whereas

fish and invertebrates are primarily sensitive to the particle

motion aspect of sound (Popper and Fay, 2011; Nedelec

et al., 2016; Popper and Hawkins, 2018). The integrated

processing of both aspects is likely critical for localization

and distance assessment in many fish species with a swim

bladder (Sand and Karlsen, 1986; Schuijf, 1975; Schuijf and

Hawkins, 1983). There is also variety and taxon-specific

bias in the acoustic structure of biologically relevant sounds.

Many marine mammals generate noisy broadband signals as

well as high-frequency, tonal whistle-type sounds that can

have harmonics and complex fluctuations. Fish and inverte-

brates are typically listening for relatively low-frequency,

broadband, crackling, clicking, or buzzing sounds with rele-

vant variety in the temporal patterns and spectral composi-

tion (Ladich, 2008; Fine and Parmentier, 2015; Amorim

et al., 2015).

Very few descriptions of natural or anthropogenically

affected underwater sound conditions exist that include par-

ticle motion measurements. There are quite a few studies

that have reported ambient sound levels with their likely

sources (e.g., Wenz, 1962; McCreery et al., 1993; Tolstoy

et al., 2004; Estabrook et al., 2016; Erisman and Rowell,

2017; Howe et al., 2019) and community specific patterns,

diurnal or seasonal cycles, or habitat-specific spectra

(Radford et al., 2010; Kennedy et al., 2010; Staaterman

et al., 2013; Lillis and Mooney, 2018; Martin et al., 2019).

There are also studies that report audibility ranges for spe-

cific biologically relevant sound sources and particular tar-

get species (e.g., Radford et al., 2008; Ahonen et al., 2017;

Halliday et al., 2018). However, all of these studies

addressed primarily just the sound pressure, and although

sound pressure is proportional to particle velocity in the far

field, it lacks the directionality aspect, and particle motion

close to the source, seabed, and sea surface, is often not sim-

ply related to the sound pressure (Nedelec et al., 2016;

Popper and Hawkins, 2018).

The technology to assess spatial variation and direction-

ality in underwater sound fields is by no means novel.

Arrays of multiple sound pressure sensing hydrophones

have been used to model the directionality (beam forming)

based on correlating the sensor position and variation in

sound arrival times (e.g., Cox, 1973; Walker and

Buckingham, 2012; Fried et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2018).

Also, co-modulation at different frequency bands can be

used to deduce spatial information through inference of the

source directions and distances from the spectral coherence

(Nichols and Sayer, 1977; Nichols and Bradley, 2019; Zhou,

2020). Vector sensors (Wilson et al., 1985; D’Spain et al.,
2006; Thode et al., 2019) are probably one of the most

informative methods and may match the perceptual world of

fishes best (Popper and Fay, 2011; Nedelec et al., 2016;

Popper and Hawkins, 2018). The vector sensors obtain

directionality by measuring the acoustic particle accelera-

tion along two orthogonal horizontal axes along with the

omnidirectional sound pressure and have been applied to the

detection and tracking of whales (Thode et al., 2000;

Greene et al., 2004). However, as far as we know, vector

sensors have not been used in this way for the more general

soundscape analyses (Thode et al., 2017; Miksis-Olds et al.,
2018; Duarte et al., 2021).

In this study, we investigated the underwater sound con-

ditions through long-term recordings of the sound pressure

and particle motion from a moored platform at 30 m depth

and 50 km off the Belgian coast in the southern North Sea.

We explored the acoustic variation in terms of the level and

directionality. We also examined the change in underwater

sound conditions during an experimental seismic survey that

lasted for 3.5 days. We evaluated the likelihood of possible

sources of prominent natural sounds that could be biologi-

cally relevant to fishes and other aquatic animals. We also

determined the time and scale of the potential masking

impact by the seismic survey sound pulses (hereafter

referred to as “seismic pulses”). We further characterized

the local seismic pulse features from the perspective of the

perceptual abilities of fishes.

II. METHODS

A. Site description

We collected our acoustic recordings in Belgian territo-

rial waters in the southern part of the North Sea (51.670�N,

2.802�E). The area is a shallow continental shelf sea with

depths of less than 45 m. We deployed the recording equip-

ment in the southwest corner of Belwind wind farm, situated

on the Bligh Bank at the marine border between Belgium

and the Netherlands (Brabant et al., 2013; Van der Knaap

et al., 2021), about 50 km offshore (see Fig. 1). Belwind has
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55 turbines with steel monopile foundations; each monopile

is surrounded by a protective scour bed of imported basalt

or debris stones of various sizes. The monopiles and the

scour beds have diameters of 5 m and �40 m, respectively

(Degraer et al., 2019). The seabed between the turbine scour

beds is predominantly sand with dunes that may shift posi-

tion as a result of the tidal currents. The water depth at our

study site was between 20 and 30 m, including tidal

fluctuations.

B. Experimental seismic survey

An experimental seismic survey was conducted by

CGG, Bergen Norway, using the survey vessel “MV GEO

Caribbean.” The experimental exposure took 82 h in

3.5 days in total, from 20 to 24 July 2018 and was executed

to mimic widely used procedures for commercial 3-D seis-

mic survey operations (Gisiner, 2016; Slabbekoorn et al.,
2019). The vessel moved at an average speed of 4.8 kn

(8.9 km/h), excluding standby and downtime periods. The

seismic survey vessel conducted a total of 12 loops and 21

looped transect lines (Fig. 1) with active airguns (accumu-

lating to 52 h) and 41 connecting transition periods (accu-

mulating to 30 h). The first and longest transect line length

was 31 km from the north end of the start until the south end

of the turn. The average transect line length was 21 km for

the series of repeated loops. Scheduled interruptions were

restricted to the northern loop ends in the current design to

maximize local exposure time for the tagged fish of the

experiment (Van der Knaap et al., 2021). There were some

additional, short interruptions for operational airgun config-

uration and necessary performance tests.

The majority of the operation was executed using a pri-

mary source array. The first transect line passed Belwind on

the west side from north to south with a closest approach

distance of 2.25 km to the target site with the tagged fish and

our recording devices. The seismic pulse rate was six per

minute (10 s intervals), which roughly yielded a pulse at

every 25 m. Transect lines were separated by 165 m, on

average, moving west from the first track, covering a tran-

sect width of about 3 km east-west, and repeating the closest

track on the east side two more times. An additional, final,

and fourth repeat of the first and closest transect lines were

performed using a secondary source array. The primary

source array consisted of 36 G-Gun type of airguns, rigged

in 3 sub-arrays of 12 cells, and as 6 pairs with equal volume.

The full array comprised a total volume of 97 litres (5900

in.3). Each of the airguns was operated for 50% of the total

volume at the time and altered for each loop at the northern

end of the survey area. At the end of the survey, the second-

ary source array was operated for 4 h for a single loop. This

array consisted of two sub-arrays with a total volume of 48

litres (2930 in.3). Both sources were towed 204 m behind the

ship’s stern at a depth of 6 m below the water surface with

8 m 62 m separation between the sub-arrays. For each seis-

mic pulse, the Global Positioning System (GPS) position

was recorded with an accuracy of 61 m.

C. Recording of sound pressure and particle motion

We deployed a lander with recording devices from 13

July to 3 September 2018 in the southwest corner of

Belwind wind farm (Fig. 1). The placement was central to

the turbines at which cod were caught, tagged, and released

(Van der Knaap et al., 2021). Acoustic recordings of the

FIG. 1. (Color online) Map of the loca-

tion of Belwind wind farm (in red; tur-

bines are depicted as black dots) in the

Belgian part of the North Sea. The

black lines indicate the country bor-

ders. The location of the AMAR plat-

form with the recording equipment is

at the yellow and red dots with the

arrow. The detailed track of the CGG

seismic survey vessel MV Geo

Caribbean (green line and arrow, line

becoming darker in time), starting in

the Netherlands, and repeatedly cross-

ing the Dutch-Belgian marine border.
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sound pressure and particle motion were made using a stan-

dard omnidirectional hydrophone (M36-V0–100,

Geospectrum Technologies Inc., Dartmouth, NS, Canada)

along with a three-axis PCB 356B18 MEMS accelerometer

(PCB Piezotronics, Depew, NY). The data were recorded

with an autonomous multichannel acoustic recorder (AMAR

G3), sampling continuously at 32 kHz. The sensors and

recorder were mounted on an aluminum plate with the

hydrophone �50 cm above the seabed and �30 cm above

the accelerometers. The accelerometers were fixed inside

the AMAR pressure vessel and directly connected to the

AMAR endcap, which was rigidly secured to the rectangular

bottom plate (55� 110 cm).

The sensors were selected so that they would accurately

record the seismic survey sound levels and directionality

while propagating through the water column and substrate.

The nominal sensitivity of the hydrophone was �199 dB re

1 V/lPa; when coupled with the AMAR, this yielded a max-

imum recordable signal level of 202 dB re 1 lPa and a

broadband noise floor of �98 dB re 1 lPa. The hydrophone

was calibrated with a pistonphone type 42AC precision

sound source (G.R.A.S. Sound and Vibration A/S, �) before

deployment and after retrieval. The manufacturer’s calibra-

tions were employed for the accelerometers [nominal sensi-

tivity �139.8 dB re 1 V/(lm/s2), 0–3000 Hz].

D. Data processing for sound pressure and particle
motion

We analysed both natural fluctuations in the ambient

noise and anthropogenic fluctuations caused by the seismic

pulses. We explored fluctuations in the sound pressure and

particle motion for ambient noise patterns during a spring

tide (a period of relatively large tidal range, which occurs

when the sun and moon are aligned) from 15 to 18 July

2018, early in the recording period, encompassing multiple

semidiurnal tidal cycles. We did the same for the seismic

exposure period, which happened to be during a neap tide (a

period of relatively small tidal range, which occurs when the

sun and moon are in quadrature) from 21 to 24 July 2018.

The acoustic data were processed for spectral analyses in

83-h blocks, corresponding to the total duration that the seis-

mic source was active. The data were down-sampled to

4 kHz to reduce the storage and computation time while still

allowing processing up to 2 kHz, which covers the fre-

quency range relevant to most fish (e.g., Popper and Fay,

2011). The pulse spectra were obtained using the MATLAB

PSPECTRUM# m-file (MathWorks, Inc., 2017). The ambi-

ent noise for these measurements was estimated from a 30-s

time interval when there were no pulses. We investigated

the natural soundscape by processing five other 83-h time

blocks before and after the seismic source was active,

mostly during spring tide intervals where the background

sound was the highest. Accelerometer data were converted

to particle velocity by numerical integration.

To reliably capture and analyse data from individual

seismic pulses, the sound pressure data from the hydrophone

were acquired and digitized in 10-s intervals. Because the

pulses occurred every 10 s, each interval always includes

one seismic pulse. For each interval, the data were circularly

shifted to place the maximum peak sound pressure in the

centre of the interval. Typically, 20 000 or 29 550 of these

10-s processing intervals are shown in each graph. To fur-

ther examine the nature of the seismic signal, each 10-s

pulse interval was sometimes further subdivided into 20

half-second time bins. Except at the farthest distances, the

central bin contained most of the signal energy. For each

pulse, the distance from the ship to the receiver was calcu-

lated from the ship’s GPS, which recorded the position of

the ship at each pulse. Corrections were made for the travel

time of the signal.

E. Determination of the sound source direction

We determined the direction to a sound’s origin for both

the natural ambient sound and anthropogenic sound of the

seismic pulses. The latter served as a calibration and valida-

tion of the azimuth assessment based on the known track for

the seismic survey vessel. The directionality can be deter-

mined for the dominant sound in a given frequency band. The

time average of the acoustic intensity vector ~Ih i is a non-

oscillatory quantity, always pointing directly away from the

source of the sound. We obtained ~Ih i by integrating the prod-

uct of the pressure and vy and vz, obtained from the horizontal

components of the tri-axial accelerometer over each 10-s

interval. The direction to the source as a function of time was

then determined using an arctangent algorithm.

We were able to infer the orientation of the sensor based on

the angle to the seismic survey vessel at the closest point of

approach (CPA). We measured the direction to the ship at the

CPA repeatedly with respect to the accelerometer coordinates.

From the ship’s GPS track, we could see that the ship was always

going in the same direction at the CPA: each time the ship made

one of its 11 loops, it passed by another CPA, each time at a dif-

ferent range but always at the same angle. We could also deter-

mine the true direction to the ship at the CPA from the GPS

track. By subtracting the calculated angle to the ship at the CPA

from the true angle, we determined that a 50.17� rotation was

required. The graph in Fig. 2 shows good agreement between the

corrected angle measure to the ship (indicated by the blue circles

in Fig. 2) and GPS-based vessel track, indicated by the red line.

F. Propagation loss and frequency-dependent
attenuation

It is important to determine the frequency dependence

of the acoustic attenuation between the source location of

the seismic pulse and exposure area. Data on the propaga-

tion loss will allow the interpretation of likely sources for

sounds in the natural patterns of ambient noise and also

extrapolation of our data to other areas with known propaga-

tion loss. We used the amplitude and spectrum of our acous-

tic recordings and the GPS-based location of 20 000

consecutive pulses. Because the GPS position of the source

vessel and time of each seismic pulse were known, we could

determine the distance from the source to the receiver for
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each pulse. Data were obtained for over 10 000 different dis-

tances, ranging from 2.25 to about 20 km.

In addition to the location and time, the water depth

was recorded for each seismic pulse. Because the vessel tra-

jectory covered most of the propagation paths, the water

depths were well sampled. The mean value of the water

depth was 35.1 m with a standard deviation of 2.4 m. Some

of the depth variance is attributable to the bathymetry and

some is due to tides because the measurements occurred

over many tidal cycles. The tidal elevations ranged from

�1.3 m to þ1.3 m (tidal data were obtained from the Royal

Belgium Institute of Natural Science1). Because all of the

propagation distances were much greater than the water

depth, there is always cylindrical spreading present, in addi-

tion to true attenuation, caused by the surface and seabed

interaction. We, therefore, removed the spreading effect by

multiplying the acoustic pressure by the square root of the

distance to determine the magnitude of this true attenuation

with the distance.

G. Ethical statements

We received permission to conduct the experimental seis-

mic survey from both the Belgian authorities [Belgian

Department of Bestrijding van de Sociale Fraude, Privacy en

Noordzee (BPN) after positive advice from Royal Belgian

Institute of Natural Sciences (RBINS)] and the Dutch authori-

ties (MINEZ after positive advice from RWS). The ethical

approval for working with live fish, associated with the current

study but reported elsewhere (Van der Knaap et al., 2021), was

given through Certificate No. EC2017–080, in line with official

guidelines for animal welfare in Flanders, and through Permit

No. AVD1060020171085 of the Dutch Central Commission

on Animal Experiments (CCD), in line with the Dutch

Experiments on Animals Act. Furthermore, the experimental

seismic survey operation was executed according to the Joint

Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) mitigation measures

as well as additional guidelines of the Belgian and Dutch

authorities.

The seismic survey transect area was adapted to have

the lowest possible impact to Belgian and Dutch Natura

2000 sites. A dedicated and independent marine mammal

observer (MMO) was on board throughout the operation and

on duty throughout the survey during daylight hours. The

MMO night operations were covered by a passive acoustic

monitoring system, recruited by the operator CGG. The

MMO was assisted throughout the survey period by biolo-

gist D.d.H. Sightings of marine mammals within the JNNC

defined range (500 m) did not occur, but two shutdowns

were executed before entering the Dutch Marine Protected

Area exclusion zone “Vlakte van de Raan.” At the start of

the experimental survey and whenever the airgun array had

been passive for more than 10 min, a 30-min marine mam-

mal observation time was taken into account. This was done

to exclude the possibility of nearby animals before the

source gradually increased to full power in incremental

stages over a period of 20–40 min (i.e., “soft-start”).

III. RESULTS

A. Amplitude fluctuations and directionality
in ambient noise

Both sound pressure and particle motion exhibited dis-

tinct fluctuations in the amplitude, synchronized with the

FIG. 2. (Color online) The direction to the sound source of the seismic pulse as computed from the time average of the measured acoustic intensity during

the period of the experimental survey (0� is due east; þ90� is due south). Each blue point is the calculated angle for a single seismic pulse. The sample points

form narrow paths that track the red line of the GPS vessel data precisely. This is especially the case when the vessel is near the closest point of approach

(CPA), where the signal-to-noise ratio is the highest, but the track is still visible up to about 4/5 of the maximum seismic vessel distance (which is about

18 km away from the recording device). When the vessel is beyond this distance, the calculated angle becomes more and more scattered, eventually compris-

ing the entire 360� range. There is also evidence for the presence of another boat (other than the seismic vessel) around 30–35 h. Our algorithm tracked the

other boat for a while when the source vessel was farthest away and the seismic signal was, therefore, small.
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rhythm of the tides (Fig. 3). Peaks in the root-mean-square

(rms) pressure occurred at six-hour intervals, correlating

with the rate of two flow peaks per tidal cycle of roughly

12 h. The pressure waveforms correlated closely with both

horizontal components of the particle velocity, indicating

that the sound was not originating from a nearby source but

coming from far away. Note that at 35 h into the 83 h of the

spring tide period shown in Fig. 3, both components of the

rms horizontal particle velocity decreased significantly,

whereas the rms pressure did not. It appears that the acceler-

ometer channels were fading, and we do not have an expla-

nation. Fortunately, the calibration of the accelerometer

does not affect the data on the directionality to the source.

Moreover, because the sound pressure and particle velocity

are well correlated, the absolute level of the particle velocity

can be adequately approximated by dividing the measured

sound pressure by the far-field impedance, qc:
We used the ~Ih i algorithm, validated for accurate azi-

muth localization by tracking the angle to the source ship, to

determine the direction to the source of the strongest signal

detected for each of 29 550 separately processed 10-s inter-

vals with a 9–40 Hz filter in 83 h of ambient noise. The

9–40 Hz band was chosen because it was the band where the

noise was the strongest. Distinct and more-or-less persistent

directions became apparent as dominant angles of the sound

arrival during the low tides under spring tide conditions

[Fig. 4(A)]. For example, during the third low tide, the

strongest signal was coming predominantly from near �19�

for the first 400 intervals, then it alternated between �19�

and 161� from intervals 400 to 600, and ending up with the

strongest signal coming from a broader region near þ19�

for the remaining 200 intervals. At the bottom of Fig. 4(A),

the results from all six low tides are combined in a single

histogram, indicating that there are three dominant direc-

tions. The results obtained by repeating the procedure for

five separate bands are shown in Fig. 5. The cumulative his-

tograms for the 9–40 Hz band, 10–20 Hz band are nearly

identical (and similar to the 10–1000 Hz band), indicating

that the directional data were dominated by the 10–20 Hz

band. At low tides, for frequencies between 10 and 20 Hz,

the sound appeared to originate from within a few degrees

of the mouths of the three largest nearby rivers in Belgium,

the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom: the Scheldt, the

Rhine, and the Thames, respectively (as shown in Fig. 5).

For frequencies between 20 and 40 Hz, the pattern had a

peak only in the direction of the Rhine, for frequencies of

40–80 Hz, the pattern showed peaks toward both the Rhine

and the Thames, and for frequencies of 80–160 Hz, the pat-

tern was just toward the Thames.

The results for the high tides are different: for the

10–20 Hz band, there was just a single very broad peak cen-

tred around 50�, which matches the closest beaches around

Zeebrugge. For the 20–40 Hz band, the directionality

pointed at the Thames again and the North Sea Canal, the

waterway from Amsterdam to the North Sea. For the

40–80 Hz band and 80–160 Hz band, there was just a broad

peak directed toward the Thames. The data, therefore,

revealed distinct patterns of directionality for low and high

tides and different low-frequency ranges. The sound pres-

sure amplitude levels also varied between the low and high

FIG. 3. (Color online) The tidal cycles

in (A) sound pressure (rms) and (B)

particle velocity (rms) in two horizon-

tal directions, all for the frequency

range of 10–1000 Hz. Each data point

represents the rms value for 10 s of

data. The red dashed lines indicate the

local tidal velocity amplitude (m/s) in

all three panels, reflecting the tidal

fluctuations. The data are taken in the

spring tide period from 15 to 18 July

2018 and reveal synchronous ampli-

tude fluctuations in pressure and parti-

cle motion at a rate of two peaks per

tidal cycle, which are likely associated

with the current fluctuations at a dis-

tant source. After about 40 h, a signifi-

cant drop in the particle velocity is

visible, independent from the pressure,

which is due to an artefact or fading

error of the accelerometer channels but

which does not affect our directionality

measurements. For the absolute levels,

we can still rely on the sound pressure

measurements as the ratio between the

pressure and motion is constant, qc,

for measurements in the far field of a

sound source.
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tides with a different bias across frequencies with higher

levels at low tides in the low frequencies around 18 Hz and

higher levels at high tides above 80 Hz [Fig. 6(A)]. Ambient

neap-tide conditions (high and low tides combined) were

40–50 dB lower than the spring tide conditions in the very

low frequencies (<40 Hz) and still 20–30 dB lower at higher

frequencies [Fig. 6(B)].

B. Acoustic conditions during the experimental
seismic survey

The amplitude levels averaged across the whole seismic

survey period (a neap tide) were similar to the ambient

spring tide levels in the low frequencies but considerably

higher than the ambient conditions for frequencies above

40 Hz (Fig. 6). The anthropogenic sound exposure elevated

the neap-tide sound levels by about 50 dB for most of the

spectrum, relevant to marine fishes [Fig. 6(B)]. Inspection of

the seismic pulse waveforms at different distances revealed

a short and sharp, broadband pulse at close ranges. A clear

low-frequency precursor wave and low-frequency

reverberations became more prominent with distance

(Fig. 7). As a consequence, the pulse amplitudes decreased,

whereas the pulse duration increased as the ranges

increased. The growth of the tail is the result of both disper-

sion and reverberation. By examining the advance of the

precursor relative to the main arrival, we determined that

the velocity of the lowest propagating frequency is approxi-

mately equal to the speed of sound in the sediment.

Seismic pulses were noticeable above the background

sound pressure level (SPL) up to the maximum distance of

31 km. Figure 8(A) shows the decay in time of the seismic

pulse relative to the ambient sound level in the frequency

range of 40–500 Hz, the presumptive hearing range of the

cod. The signal fading increased with increasing distance to

the airgun array. The presence of the operational seismic

survey vessel elevated the ambient sound levels beyond a

range of 21 km for the whole time, including the pulse inter-

vals. This is not the case for particle velocity [in the hori-

zontal direction; Fig. 8(B)]. The pulse of particle velocity in

the frequency range of 40–500 Hz is clearly visible at close

FIG. 4. (Color online) The variation in the dominant direction of the horizontal integrated intensity (bearing to the source) during low tides (A) and high

tides (B) in the period of 15 to 18 July 2018 (spring tide period, which included six low tides and seven high tides). The data were filtered from 9 to 40 Hz,

which was the band where the noise was the strongest [see Fig. 6(A)]. (A) The detailed information on the dominant directionality of the horizontal intensity

over time for each of six low tide periods. Each dot on the scatterplot represents a single 10-s time period. The arrival time associated with each 10-s interval

is on the x axis, and the angle to the strongest source detected during the interval is on the y axis. Here, 0� is east and �90� is south. The histogram on the

right of each plot accumulates the dominant angles. Also shown is a cumulative histogram depicting the dominant direction-to-source, incorporating all data

points from the above six plots for individual low tides. (B) The same as in (A) but for the seven high tide periods.
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range but drops below the ambient noise (or, more likely,

the sensor noise floor) when the source vessel is at about

10 km distance. The sounds from the precursor waves and

reverberations are only above the ambient noise (or the sen-

sor noise floor) at very close range and just in the 10 s bins

directly prior to and immediately after the pulse.

C. Propagation loss and frequency-dependent
attenuation

We determined the frequency-dependent attenuation

from the seismic pulse recordings with the source vessel at

known distances for 20 000 pulses. We conducted a simple

linear regression model with distance from the seismic array

as the predictor and the SPL as the response parameter for

each frequency. It is evident from the data (e.g., Fig. 7) that

at frequencies above 100 Hz, the sound pressure fell below

the noise floor around 10 km; hence, we terminated

the regression at that distance for higher frequencies

[Fig. 9(A)]. The quadratic and multivariate models, using

tidal height as a predictor, did not improve the fit. The angle

between the vessel trajectory and propagation direction was

also tried as a predictor but to no avail. This indicated that

the airgun array had little or no directivity in the horizontal

plane. Based on the size of the array and gun spacing, this

would be expected below 40 Hz but would not have been

expected at 100 Hz and above.

The attenuation (dB/km) increased with the increasing

frequency [Fig. 9(A)]. Note the very low attenuation (less

than 1.5 dB/km) at the lowest frequencies, where they would

be expected to be very high as the result of a shallow-water

cutoff. We compared the attenuation values from the linear

regressions across the frequency with values predicted from

a simple Pekeris model (Pekeris, 1948). The measured atten-

uation was much smaller than the predicted attenuation at

low frequencies and much larger than predicted at high fre-

quencies [Fig. 9(B)]. The observed low attenuation at low

frequencies may be due to a relatively fast reflective layer

within the substrate. Deep-diving rays as the cause can be

ruled out because the precursors appear to be propagating at

the speed of sound in the bottom sediment. The attenuation

at high frequencies is likely caused by roughness at various

interfaces, including surface and scour bed roughness, and

possibly related to the prominent undersea sand dunes.

IV. DISCUSSION

We found distinct fluctuations in the sound pressure and

particle motion levels in the natural ambient noise patterns

in the shallow, southern part of the North Sea. Acoustic

FIG. 5. (Color online) The calculated directions to the sources of the measured ambient noise amplitude peaks for both high tides and low tides during the

target spring tide period. (Left) Map of the Belgian and Dutch coast with arrows pointing from the location of the AMAR to the most prominent source

directions during high (blue) and low (red) tides with likely source locations at the coastline. (Right) Cumulative histograms for the source directions, calcu-

lated from the time averaged intensity levels, with the data filtered in five different, dominant frequency bands (9–40 Hz, 10–20 Hz, 20–40 Hz, 40–80 Hz,

and 80–160 Hz), accumulated for the six high and seven low tide periods. The dashed arrows correspond with the directions shown on the map.
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fluctuations occurred in synchrony with the tidal currents.

The sound intensity data revealed variable patterns of direc-

tional dominance, horizontally pointing into directions of

possible long-distance sound sources, such as coastal surf

and tidal river currents. Seismic pulses degraded with dis-

tance with low-frequency precursors and reverberations fill-

ing the pulse intervals. The pulse signal was above the

ambient up to 21–31 km, depending on the strenth of the

tides for the sound pressure, and up to 10 km for the particle

motion as measured by our device. We found unexpected

sound propagation conditions in the attenuation, which were

much lower than expected for the lowest frequencies and

higher than expected for the higher frequencies.

A. Alternative explanations for natural soundscape
patterns

Natural peaks in the SPL during the target spring tide

period occurred at 6-h intervals, correlating with the typical

rate of two tide-associated currents. There was considerable

and consistent variation in the amplitude patterns over time,

the energy bias across the spectra, but especially in the direc-

tional patterns between the low and high tides. This combined

acoustic picture strongly suggests that multiple and separate

sound sources are responsible for these complex patterns. The

synchrony of the amplitude fluctuations with the tidal cycle

makes current-related turbulence and sound generation a

likely candidate as possible sound sources.

However, the current-related sound generation could

take place at various distances and could be due to (1) an

artefact of flow noise directly around the lander or recording

equipment; (2) strong currents around turbines or boulders

in the scour bed at tens or hundreds of meters; or (3) loud

sources at more distant locations, kilometres to tens of kilo-

metres away. The measured pressure correlated well with

both horizontal components of the particle velocity, which

is not expected from a source in the near field (Urick, 1975;

Jensen, 2011), and indicated that the sound was coming

from beyond the direct vicinity of our equipment. The closest

turbines were all further than 150 m away and, thus, beyond

the near field for sounds in the range of 10–40 Hz. However,

the four nearest turbines were at angles of 140� (B10), �50�

(C09), �95� (B10), and 80� (C10), which do not match with

the observed directional patterns. Moreover, the principal

difference between the flow at low and high tides is a

reversal in the direction of flow, which would not explain the

spectral or directional variations in the observed sounds.

We believe that the most likely current-related sound

sources that could be responsible for the amplitude fluctua-

tions and distinct directional patterns in the two low-

frequency bands of 10–20 Hz and 20–40 Hz are river mouths

from some of the main Belgian, Dutch, and English rivers

(Scheldt Estuary, Rhine Delta, North Sea Canal, and

Thames River). Although the details of the temporal match

with fluctuations in the tidal currents at distant sites should

be tested, the geographical match is quite compelling for the

directional sound data with the constellation of large rivers.

The major estuaries are expected to have tide-related water

turbulence, which would also be distinct for low and high

tides (flowing with and against the river stream). The sounds

potentially associated with river sources dominated primar-

ily at low tide when the tidal currents are usually the high-

est. Although turbulence per se is a quadrupole source and,

thus, does not radiate strongly to the far field, the presence

FIG. 6. (Color online) The spectral composition of both the natural ambient noise spectra and cumulative anthropogenic noise spectrum of the experimental

seismic survey sound exposure. (A) The pressure spectral density for ambient spring tide sound conditions for all low tides (red) and all high tides (blue).

(B) The pressure spectral density for sound conditions during the entire seismic survey (blue line) and a representative 300-s sample of ambient neap-tide

conditions without the seismic sound pulses.
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of bubbles can transform the quadrupole radiators into

strongly radiating monopoles (Crighton, 1975).

Surf noise from the nearby sandy shores of Belgium

likely also contributed to the patterns in the directionality

data. Surf noise should yield directional sound from a smear

of points along the line source of the nearest beaches around

Zeebrugge. The directional pattern from the Belgian

beaches appears to become dominant for high tide as would

be expected from surf noise. The interpretation of our direc-

tionality data, which is being caused by the tidal cycles in

distant sources at major river mouths and nearby coastline,

is still a hypothesis that requires further testing.

B. Discarding some more alternative sound sources

Distant shipping is a significant factor in many oceans

and seas (Zhou, 2020), including the North Sea (Sertlek

et al., 2019). The nearby Scheldt Estuary with the Western

Scheldt serving Antwerp harbour and the Rhine Delta, serv-

ing Rotterdam harbour, would also make shipping noise a

possible factor. The dominance of the 10–40 Hz in the direc-

tional pattern could also be expected as the presence of sound

energy attributed to shipping gradually declines with the

increasing frequency (Sertlek et al., 2019), and we deter-

mined the local attenuation profiles with relatively good low-

frequency propagation. However, the shipping lanes from

the Western Scheldt would likely not yield very localized

azimuth patterns but very broad smears as boats pass by in

the northeast at angles from the southeast (30�) to the north

(�90�) and in the south, at angles from the southeast (30�) to

the southwest (150�; Nilsson et al., 2017). Furthermore, the

distinct patterns in the different frequency bands of

10–20 Hz and 20–40 Hz are not expected from shipping and

FIG. 7. (Color online) The representative seismic survey sound pressure waveforms (left) and corresponding spectrograms (right) at 2.25 km (CPA), 5 km, 10 km,

and 20 km. The waveforms illustrate the growing presence with the distance of the precursor wave before the pulse and growing presence with the distance of

reverberations after the pulse. The spectrograms show the broadband features of the pulse and the lower frequency nature of both the precursor and reverberations.
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neither is the correlation of the amplitude fluctuations with

the tidal cycles.

The local sea state-related wave noise (Longuet-

Higgins, 1950; Wenz, 1962; Duennebier et al., 2012) is also

not expected to explain the patterns in the directionality.

The prominence and variance in terms of the synchrony

with the tides would not be expected, and the bias in our

data to low frequencies does not match well. Wave noise

may also generate low-frequency sound up to 80 Hz, but

wind-induced noise is typically gradually increasing in

prominence toward 1 kHz and is most prominent between 1

and 10 kHz (Sertlek et al., 2019). The swell from distant

storms can be highly directional (Wilson et al., 1985; Zhou,

2020) but would be expected to follow the main possible

arrival trajectories from the north (northern parts of the

North Sea) or southwest from the English Channel, which is

again not reflecting the data.

C. Seismic survey exposure conditions and potential
consequences

There are many studies showing the behavioural or

physiological effects from sound exposure on fishes

(Slabbekoorn et al., 2010; Cox et al., 2018; Popper and

Hawkins, 2019), but assessing impact on free-ranging indi-

viduals from an anthropogenic source, such as a seismic sur-

vey, remains difficult and rarely performed (Pearson et al.,
1992; Hassel et al., 2004; Fewtrell and McCauley, 2012;

Bruce et al., 2018; Carroll et al., 2017; Morris et al., 2018;

Morris et al., 2020; Slabbekoorn et al., 2019; Kok et al.,
2021). The sounds from anthropogenic activities may reach

fish by direct propagation through the water column or indi-

rect propagation through the substrate (Hazelwood, 2012;

Roberts and Elliot, 2017; Popper and Hawkins, 2019).

Detailed behavioural response data may provide insight into

the energy budget changes related to increased swimming

activities or decreased foraging efficiency (Davidsen et al.,
2019; Hubert et al., 2020), which may be translated to popu-

lation level consequences (Kunc et al., 2016; Slabbekoorn

et al., 2019; Soudijn et al., 2020).

Van der Knaap et al. (2021) studied the responses of

tagged cod before, during, and after the exposure conditions

described here for the experimental survey (also see Kok

et al., 2021 for an echosounder view on pelagic fishes during

the same survey). The free-ranging cod did not leave the

area during the exposure but appeared to have a delayed

response with a significantly elevated probability to leave

afterward. Van der Knaap et al. (2021) also found behaviou-

ral effects for the fish that stayed during the seismic survey

as these individuals spent significantly less time being

locally active (likely including foraging behaviour) and

switched to being more inactive. Although Van der Knaap

et al. (2021) did not find a clear dose-response pattern, they

did reveal that the daily rhythm of the cod in activity fluctu-

ations as observed during days without survey was disrupted

during the sound exposure.

D. Potential range for masking problems

Assessing masking effects from seismic survey sound

pulses for fishes or other aquatic animals is not an easy chal-

lenge (cf. Erbe et al., 2016; Stanley et al., 2017; Sills et al.,
2017; Pine et al., 2020). Based on the acoustic tracking abil-

ity up to a distance of 18 km, we can conclude that the seis-

mic pulses were sufficiently above ambient up to that

distance to be detected, at least, by our equipment. This may

FIG. 8. (Color online) The signal and noise sound pressure and particle motion at four different distances during and in between seismic pulse sounds. rms

values for 0.5-s time bins for (A) pressure and (B) the larger component of the horizontal particle velocity. The yellow bars show the result of subdividing

each 10-s pulse period into 20 half-second bins, circularly shifting them such that the main pulse is located in bin 11. The height of the bar corresponds to

the rms pressure or particle velocity of the sound within the time bin. The scaled waveform is shown as the reference in time. The dashed horizontal lines

indicate the ambient noise level. The data were filtered from 40 to 500 Hz to approximate the frequency range of the acoustic sensitivity for Atlantic cod

(and many other marine fishes).
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mean that the seismic pulses may also contribute to masking

biologically relevant sound to fishes up to that distance from

the vessel (see, e.g., Hawkins and Chapman, 1975;

Vasconcelos et al., 2007; Codarin et al., 2009). The direction-

ality cues available to us and the fish depend on the local parti-

cle acceleration patterns and also on the pressure fluctuations,

which are both required to calculate the intensity. Fish may,

therefore, rely on detection of each aspect to also use the com-

bination of the sound aspects, like us, to determine the direc-

tion of the sound sources. The coherence between the pressure

and particle velocity can also be used to extract the particle

motion from the ambient noise (Rogers et al., 2012), provid-

ing a perceptual strategy against masking, which is known as

directional unmasking (Chapman, 1973; Chapman and

Hawkins, 1973; Chapman and Johnstone, 1974), especially

available to fish that can resolve the 180� directional ambigu-

ity (see, e.g., Buwalda et al., 1982).

An analysis of the signal-to-noise ratios for particle

motion indicated that the seismic pulse was above the ambi-

ent level for only about 10 km. However, this may be an

underestimate either due to the apparent sensitivity fading

or inherent self-noise floor of our accelerometers. If we

compare sound levels of the ambient noise at relatively quiet

neap tide and noisy spring tide with the soundscape modifi-

cations during the survey, the sound pulses elevated the

ambient levels up to 28 and 21 km, respectively. Masking

may be avoided by so-called dip-listening in the periods

between the subsequent pulses (Brumm and Slabbekoorn,

2005; Dooling and Leek, 2018), although sound levels were

also above ambient for the intervals up to 21 km for sound

pressure and up to about 1 km for particle motion.

For all of our discussion about auditory perception and

masking, we should be aware that we typically lack suffi-

cient insight into the critical ratios and critical bandwidths

of the auditory filters for almost all species (Sand and

Karlsen, 1986; Schuijf, 1975; Schuijf and Hawkins, 1983).

Insights into the perceptual processing related to these phe-

nomena may alter our understanding of the thresholds for

detection and extraction of an acoustic signal from a particu-

lar background (Brumm and Slabbekoorn, 2005; Erbe et al.,
2016; Dooling and Leek, 2018) and, therefore, modulate the

range of masking and possible disturbance. However, we

hope our data and discussion will stimulate interest and trig-

ger future studies.

V. CONCLUSION

We found distinct amplitude fluctuations matching the

temporal pattern of the tidal currents in both the pressure

and particle motion. We also found directionality patterns

that were different for high and low tide currents and dis-

tinct and most prominent in the 10–20 Hz and 20–40 Hz fre-

quency bands. We believe that these repeatable directional

patterns are reported here for the first time and are most

FIG. 9. (Color online) The frequency-

dependent acoustic attenuation deter-

mined by the rms SPLs (10-s averaging

time) of seismic pulse sounds with

known propagation distance. (A) The

blue circles show the rms pressure in

dB for each seismic pulse as a function

of the range for two different frequen-

cies: 10 Hz on the left and 320 Hz on

the right. The black lines are a linear

fit to the data for each frequency. The

slope of the line is the acoustic attenua-

tion in dB/km. (B) The comparison of

the experimental attenuation with a

simple Pekeris model, which is a nor-

mal mode model for an iso-velocity

shallow-water duct with a sediment

bottom (in this case, 35 m depth and a

fine sand bottom). The Pekeris model

predicts the attenuation values, which

are much higher at low frequencies

and lower at high frequencies than the

observed propagation data.
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likely caused by a relatively long-distance source of tidal

currents associated with large rivers. The sounds of the

experimental seismic survey were above the ambient condi-

tions for our accelerometers up to 10 km from the source,

and for pressures up to 31 km, which was the maximum dis-

tance of exposure during our study. The natural and anthro-

pogenic noise patterns that we report here provide a novel

perspective on the auditory world of fishes. They cause a

shift in our understanding about potential ranges over which

fishes may have access to acoustic cues for distant localities

and could be affected by anthropogenic noise through mask-

ing and disturbance.
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